
installation of the cistern

135 - 370mm
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Use a piece of masking tape between drill bit and tiles
to prevent possible drill wandering

tips

ø8mm masonry drill bit

Mark fixing points.

Insert wall fixings 

Secure bracket in place
Ensure wall fixings are suitable for the wall

the cistern is fixed to

tips

adjusting the water level

By adjusting the fill valve the water level
can either be increased or decreased accordingly
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Hinge adjustment

Installation

Cleaning and maintenance

1. The knobs are supplied fitted to the rear of the doors. These should 

be removed and re-fitted to the fronts

2. The basin should be secured to the unit and the wall using silicone

3. The unit is supplied with a plumbing void at the rear for the waste 

and tap feeds. Any additional cuts made to the unit for plumbing etc 

should be re-sealed using a suitable varnish / water resistant paint

Taps and wastes not included. Basins sold separately

1. The doors are factory aligned. They may however move during 

transit. Adjustments can be made as shown in the diagrams below 

and right

A) To move doors up or down: loosen screws A on both hinges then 

move the door to desired position before re-tightening

B) To move the doors left to right simply turn screws B

C) To move the doors in or out from frame: loosen screw C. Move 

door to desired location then re-tighten
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1. Clean with a soft damp cloth only. Do not scrub / scour or use 

cream cleaners or cleaners containing bleach

2. Any water spillages or heavy condensation should be wiped away 

immediately to prevent any detoriation

3. To remove lime-scale deposits, use a proprieatary cleaner having 

first checked that it is suitable. If necessary, test on an inconspicuous 

area first
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